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In the introduction to their essay collection Natur- und Umweltschutz
nach 1945, editors Franz-Josef Brüggemeier and Jens Ivo Engels aptly
describe German environmental history (Umwelt geschichte) as a
‘branch of research that is still young, but has recently come of age’
(p. 10). Parallel to scholarly developments in the United States and
Great Britain, the first ‘environmental histories’ appeared in Ger -
many during the 1980s, during the founding decade of Germany’s
Green movement and the time when the country gained a reputation



1 Examples of classic environmental histories from this era include Klaus-
Georg Wey, Umweltpolitik in Deutschland: Kurze Geschichte des Umweltschutzes
in Deutschland seit 1900 (Opladen, 1982); Rolf-Peter Sieferle, Fortschrittsfeinde?
Opposition gegen Technik und Industrie von der Romantik bis zur Gegenwart
(Munich, 1984); Ulrich Linse, Ökopax und Anarchie: Eine Geschichte der ökolo-
gischen Bewegungen in Deutschland (Stuttgart, 1986); Alfred Barthelmess,
Landschaft, Lebensraum des Menschen: Probleme von Landschaftsschutz und Land -
schaftspflege geschichtlich dargestellt und dokumentiert (Freiburg, 1988); Franz-
Josef Brüggemeier and Thomas Rommelspacher (eds.), Besiegte Natur: Ge -
schichte der Umwelt im neunzehnten und zwanzigsten Jahrhundert (2nd edn.;
Munich, 1989); and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, Auf der Suche nach Arkadien:
Zu Landschaftsidealen und Formen der Naturaneignung in der Jugendbewegung
und ihre Bedeutung fur die Landespflege (Munich, 1990). 
2 On methodologies of Umweltgeschichte see Arne Andersen et al. (eds.),
Historische Umweltschutzforschung: Wissenschaftliche Neuorientierung—aktuelle
Fragestellungen (Bergisch Gladbach, 1992); Werner Abelshauser (ed.), Um -
welt geschichte: Umweltverträgliches Wirtschaften in historischer Perspektive
(Göttingen, 1994); Günter Bayerl, Norman Fuchsloch, and Torsten Meyer
(eds.), Umweltgeschichte—Methoden, Themen, Potentiale (Münster, 1996); Wolf -
ram Siemann and Nils Freytag, ‘Umwelt—eine geschichtswissen schaftliche
Grundkategorie’, in Wolfram Siemann (ed.), Umweltgeschichte: Themen und
Perspektiven (Munich, 2003), 7–20. 
3 Among the culturalist interpretations in the volume edited by Brüggemeier
and Engels see Patrick Kupper, ‘Gestalten statt Bewahren: Die umweltpoli-
tische Wende der siebziger Jahre am Beispiel des Atomenergiediskurses im
Schweizer Naturschutz’, 145–61; Albrecht Weisker, ‘Powered by Emotion?
Affektive Aspekte in der westdeutschen Kernenergiegeschichte zwischen
Technikvertrauen und Apokalypseangst’, 203–21; Anna Wöbse, ‘Zur
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as one of the most environmentally conscious industrialized nations.1
As the field has matured, ‘passionate methodological manifestos’
calling for an ecological approach to historical inquiry have given
way to a more pragmatic integration of environmental themes in
which Umweltgeschichte serves as a topical umbrella rather than a
methodological framework.2 And like their counterparts in the US
and Britain, the contributors to Natur- und Umweltschutz nach 1945
demonstrate a continuing preference for socio-cultural rather than
materialist approaches to the environmental past, as evidenced by
essays devoted to the roles of discourse, media, visual interpretation,
scientific institutions, and emotionality in framing environmental
issues and politics.3



visuellen Geschichte der Naturschutz- und Umweltbewegung: Eine Skizze’,
222–48; Thomas Dannenbaum, ‘ “Atom-Staat” oder “Unregierbarkeit”?
Wahrnehmungsmuster im westdeutschen Atomkonflikt der siebziger Jahre’,
268–86; and Wolfram Höfer, ‘Die Konversion der Idee von Landschaft’,
342–55. 
4 The historiography of Heimat, Heimatschutz, and Naturschutz is too exten-
sive to discuss here in detail. See e.g. Klaus Bergmann, Agrarromantik und
Großstadtfeindschaft (Meisenheim am Glan, 1970); Celia Applegate, A Nation
of Provincials: The German Idea of Heimat (Berkeley, 1990); Edeltraud Klueting
(ed.), Antimodernismus und Reform: Zur Geschichte der deutschen Heimat -
bewegung (Darmstadt, 1991); Andreas Knaut, Zurück zur Natur! Die Wurzeln
der Ökologiebewegung (Greven, 1993); John A. Williams, ‘“The Chords of the
German Soul are Tuned to Nature”: The Movement to Preserve the Natural
Heimat from the Kaiserreich to the Third Reich’, Central European History, 29
(1996), 339–84; id., ‘Protecting Nature Between Democracy and Dictatorship:
The Changing Ideology of the Bourgeois Conservationist Movement,
1925–1935’, in Thomas Lekan and Thomas Zeller (eds.), Germany’s Nature:
Cultural Landscapes and Environmental History (New Brunswick, NJ, 2005),
183–206; William Rollins, A Greener Vision of Home: Cultural Politics and
Environmental Reform in the German Heimatschutz Movement, 1904–1918 (Ann
Arbor, 1997); and Thomas Lekan, Imagining the Nation in Nature: Landscape
Preservation and German Identity, 1885–1945 (Cambridge, Mass., 2004). On
Nazism and environmentalism see Joachim Radkau and Frank Uekötter
(eds.), Naturschutz und Nationalsozialismus (Frankfurt am Main, 2003); Franz-
Josef Brüggemeier, Mark Cioc, and Thomas Zeller (eds.), How Green Were the
Nazis? Nature, Environment, and Nation in the Third Reich (Athens, OH, 2005);
and Frank Uekötter, The Green and the Brown: A History of Conservation in Nazi
Germany (Cambridge, 2006).
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Still, most of the contributions deal in one way or another with the
German environmental movement, which is not surprising given the
relative success of the Greens among Europe’s ecology parties and
the growing historical literature devoted to early twentieth-century
homeland protection (Heimatschutz) and nature conservation
(Naturschutz) movements as well as the ‘green wing ‘ of the National
Socialist movement.4 The intervening period between the Third
Reich and the establishment of the Green party (1945–80) has
received much less attention, or has been dismissed as an environ-
mentally apolitical age of economic reconstruction, which makes the
Brüggemeier–Engels collection and the other works reviewed here
especially welcome additions to the broader scholarly literature on



5 On post-war environmentalism and environmental protest see Wey, Um -
weltpolitik in Deutschland; Ulrich Linse (ed.), Von der Bittschrift zur Platz be -
setzung: Konflikte um technische Großprojekte: Laufenburg, Walchensee, Wyhl,
Wackersdorf (Berlin, 1988). The most comprehensive work on German envi-
ronmentalism in English is Raymond Dominick, The Environmental Movement
in Germany: Prophets and Pioneers, 1871–1971 (Bloomington, Ind., 1992); for an
updated view see David Blackbourn, The Conquest of Nature: Water, Land -
scape, and the Making of Modern Germany (New York, 2006), ch. 6; and Sandra
L. Chaney, Nature of the Miracle Years: Conservation in West Germany,
1945–1975 (forthcoming).
6 See Christian Pfister, Das 50er Syndrom: Der Weg in die Konsumgesellschaft
(Berne, 1995).
7 On this theme see also Monika Bergmeier, Umweltgeschichte der Boomjahre:
Das Beispiel Bayern, 1949–1973 (Münster, 2002); and Thomas Lekan, ‘Saving
the Rhine: Water, Ecology, and Heimat in Post-World War II Germany’, in 
Franz-Josef Brüggemeier, Mark Cioc, and Thomas Zeller (eds.), Rivers in
History: Perspectives on Waterways in Europe and North America (forthcoming).
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environment and politics in modern Germany.5 As these works make
clear, modern environmentalism did not emerge suddenly in the
1970s as a reaction to accumulating evidence of ecological deteriora-
tion following the economic boom years of the 1950s and 1960s.
Rather than seeing this era afflicted by a ‘50s syndrome’ that val-
orized economic progress at all costs,6 these authors demonstrate
convincingly that the negative ecological effects of Germany’s transi-
tion from a coal-powered, heavy industrial economy to a petroleum-
based, consumer economy were well known among government
administrators, scientists, health experts, nature conservationists,
and a growing portion of the reading public in the first two decades
after the war.7 Within scientific circles, emerging cybernetic notions
of diversity, stability, and feedback mechanisms in the natural world
became increasingly mainstream and health officials’ pleas for gov-
ernment regulation of industrial emissions into the air, water, and
soil became more frequent. In addition, local citizens’ groups used
new democratic powers and media attention to protest at the loss of
treasured natural landscapes or pollution that harmed their health
and property. Though these tendencies did not coalesce into a self-
conscious ‘environmental movement’ (Umweltbewegung) until the
early 1970s, they did call into question the state’s one-sided empha-
sis on economic reconstruction and advanced a ‘pre-ecological’ envi-



8 Environmentalism was among the many contradictory cultural tendencies
during this period; see e.g. the provocative essays in Hanna Schissler (ed.),
The Miracle Years: A Cultural History of West Germany, 1949–1968 (Princeton,
2001).
9 On the discrediting of Heimat ideas see Arne Andersen, ‘Heimatschutz: die
bürgerliche Naturschutzbewegung’, in Brüggemeier and Rommelspacher
(eds.), Besiegte Natur, 143–57, at 156–7; Stefan Körner, ‘Kontinuum und
Bruch: Die Transformation des naturschützerischen Aufgabenverständnisses
nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg’, in Radkau and Uekötter (eds.), Naturschutz
und Nationalsozialismus, 405–34; and Stefan Körner, ‘Die Entwicklung des
Naturschutzes und der Landschaftsplanung nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg’,
in Brüggemeier and Engels (eds.), Natur- und Um welt schutz nach 1945,
87–104. 
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ronmental agenda on several fronts during the years of the ‘econom-
ic miracle’.8

By focusing on the period from the end of the Second World War
to the early 1980s, these works help scholars to understand better the
continuities and discontinuities within environmental discourses,
policies, and organizations from the first half of the twentieth centu-
ry. In particular, they undermine earlier assertions that post-war
Heimat and nature protection ideals were discredited by conserva-
tionists’ early enthusiasm for the Nazi regime, which had enabled
them to pass the first nationwide conservation legislation, the Reich
Nature Protection Law of 1935, and to participate in morally dubious
land-use planning schemes in Nazi-occupied Poland.9 After Ger -
many’s defeat in 1945, there was no ‘zero hour’ for German Natur -
schutz; the 1935 law, along with a number of ‘denazified’ conserva-
tion leaders, remained in power well into the 1960s, a factor that pro-
vides important insights into how social conservatives reconstituted
themselves and made sense of the Nazi past in the post-war decades.
At the same time, West Germany inherited Prussian-era regulatory
and technological frameworks for dealing with air and water pollu-
tion that proved to be inadequate to the challenge of post-war envi-
ronmental cleanup. In this context, state officials, engineers, and pub-
lic health experts expanded the realm of social policy (Sozialpolitik) to
include environmental management without casting doubt on the
technocratic assumptions that had guided emissions control since the
early 1900s. Yet as these studies show, international trends and the
mobilization of the New Left in the late 1960s and 1970s helped to



10 On this shift see Frank Zelko, ‘Introduction’, From Heimat to Umwelt: New
Perspectives on German Environmental History, German Historical Institute
Bulletin, Washington, DC, supplement no. 3 (2006), 1–8.
11 On continuities in twentieth-century Naturschutz see also Willi Ober -
krome, ‘Deutsche Heimat’: Nationale Konzeption und regionale Praxis von Natur -
schutz, Landschaftsgestaltung und Kulturpolitik in Westfalen-Lippe und Thüringen
(1900–1960) (Paderborn, 2004).
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shift environmentalism within the space of a decade from the nation-
alist-conservative and landscape-aesthetic traditions of German
Naturschutz to the cosmopolitan, ecological perspectives of environ-
mental protection (Umweltschutz).10 Environmentalism thus shaped
and was shaped by the democratization, globalization, and liberal-
ization of West Germany in these decades.

I Continuity and Modernization in Post-War Naturschutz

Of the works surveyed here, Frank Uekötter’s Naturschutz im
Aufbruch and Jens Ivo Engels’s Naturpolitik in der Bundesrepublik offer
the most compelling evidence of continuities in the ideology and
practice of nature conservation and landscape planning between the
1920s and the 1960s.11 Rejecting the conservationists’ lament that the
post-war era was a ‘dark age’ by comparison with the ‘triumph’ of
the mid-1930s, Uekötter characterizes Naturschutz as a ‘silent author-
ity’ that enjoyed widespread sympathy among government ministers
and used the ‘closed door’ influence of its elite membership to stop
or modify construction, mining, and river canalization projects that
threatened cherished nature reserves. Employing rhetoric inherited
from turn-of-the-century critiques of materialist civilization (Zivili -
sations kritik), nature conservationists portrayed their effort as a moral
crusade that stood above politics, creating a bulwark against the ris-
ing tide of consumerism, atomization, and Ameri canization. By
replacing dubious völkisch and xenophobic references to protecting
the homeland with a universalist commitment to human rights, con-
servationists carved a comfortable niche within the Adenauer era’s
patriarchal, conservative order. But because conservationists clung to
their traditional ambivalence toward the masses and commercialized
leisure, they failed to test the limits of their own power, missing the
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opportunity to galvanize a broad-based, pro-conservationist coali-
tion. In Uekötter’s judgement, ‘An important enemy of official nature
conservation in the early Federal Republic was official nature con-
servation itself’ (p. 12). 

To demonstrate the validity of this thesis, Uekötter uses a series of
eight empirically rich and engagingly written case studies from the
heavily industrialized state of North Rhine-Westphalia that illumi-
nate the gap between conservationist elitism and popular aspiration.
The case studies range from the early 1950s effort to prevent the
British military from blowing up the Balver caves in the Sauerland
(previously used as a Nazi forced labour site) to a 1974 campaign to
prevent the construction of a prison hospital in the Ruhr city of
Bochum. Uekötter shows that a range of motivations prompted local
protests, including genuine concern about disappearing flora and
fauna, anger over the potential loss of favourite picnic and hiking
areas, frustration over a diminution of local autonomy, and NIMBY
(‘Not In My Backyard’)-style worries about declining property values
or health risks. 

Befitting a ‘pre-environmentalist era’, these were ‘single issue’
campaigns in which local protagonists did not see themselves as part
of a larger movement for the ecological restructuring of industrial
society; once local citizens had prevented the Königsdorfer forest
near Frechen from being used as a slag heap for mining wastes, for
example, the momentum dissipated and people went back to their
daily routine. The forces hoping to stop or at least modify develop-
ment prevailed most of the time, but usually with little or no support
from Naturschutz officials and honorary commissioners. In some
cases, such as a proposed Sauerland race track in the 1960s, conser-
vationists went against popular support for a new tourist attraction.
In other cases, such as early 1970s efforts by birdwatchers to protect
Lake Füssenich in the Eifel as a breeding ground for waterfowl, con-
servation officials did not deem a former coal-mining quarry ‘natur-
al’ enough to warrant their attention. Uekötter sees such examples as
signs of a growing alienation between nature conservation officials
and the public, a legacy of conservationists’ perception of themselves
as an ‘exclusive minority’ that needed to protect scenic landscapes
from enjoyment-seeking swimmers, boaters, or campers who lacked
the capacity for appropriate nature appreciation. Yet it was precisely
this popular will, not government-sanctioned nature conservation,



12 Environmental history monographs on the Rhineland, Ruhr, and
Westphalia abound and include Franz-Josef Brüggemeier, Blauer Himmel über
der Ruhr: Geschichte der Umwelt im Ruhrgebiet, 1840–1990 (Essen, 1992); Karl
Ditt, Raum und Volkstum: Die Kulturpolitik des Provinzialverbandes Westfalen,
1923–1945 (Münster, 1988); Ulrike Gilhaus, Schmerzenskinder der Industrie:
Umweltverschmutzung, Umweltpolitik und sozialer Protest im Industriezeitalter in
Westfalen 1845–1914 (Paderborn, 1995); and Beate Olmer, Wasser. Historisch:
Zu Bedeutung und Belastung des Umweltmediums im Ruhrgebiet, 1870–1930
(Frankfurt am Main, 1998). 
13 On Rhine fish kills see Lekan, ‘Saving the Rhine’ and Hünemörder,
Frühgeschichte der globalen Umweltkrise, 84–7. 
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that Uekötter believes formed the nucleus of the future Umwelt -
bewegung.

Local officials’ noticeable absence from the front lines of citizen
protest provides compelling evidence for Uekötter’s thesis about the
conservationists’ lost opportunity to gain public support. Yet just as
post-war nature conservationists failed to test the limits of their own
cultural and political power, so too does Uekötter neglect to exploit
his own materials and case study to their fullest. North-Rhine
Westphalia is one of the most studied regions in German environ-
mental historiography because it contains Germany’s industrial
heart land, the Ruhr coal-mining region, and witnessed some of the
country’s earliest landscape preservation, green-space planning, and
pollution-control efforts.12 Because Naturschutz im Aufbruch devotes
its attention almost entirely to nature conservation campaigns rather
than local demands for pollution control, improved industrial
hygiene, or bans on pesticide use, it neglects to examine how North
Rhine-West phalian officials pioneered the development of air emis-
sions permits, or built upon existing traditions of green space plan-
ning in the Ruhr to expand the scope and purview of regional plan-
ning (Landespflege). Uekötter’s case studies also completely neglect
the public outcry that occurred as a result of massive fish kills along
the Rhine in the 1950s and 1960s, which prompted local, state, feder-
al, international, and private business water clean-up efforts.13

Beyond a desire for geographical and chronological balance, there is
little information on how the case studies were selected and little
connective analysis between them. Instead, the author sees his work
as an ‘overarching’ thesis on which to base future studies, particular-



14 Engels is not alone in pointing to the structural and organizational reasons
for the continuity within nature conservation circles between 1930 and the
1960s. As Willi Oberkrome notes in his contribution to Brüggemeier and
Engels (eds.), Natur- und Umweltschutz nach 1945, the educated bourgeois
background of Heimatschutz and Naturschutz functionaries ensured extensive
‘cohort-building’ across decades of activity (p. 23). See Oberkrome,
‘Kontinuität und Wandel im deutschen Naturschutz 1930 bis 1970:
Bemerkungen und Thesen’, 23–7. 
15 For a good discussion of technical approaches and their limits in the realm
of air pollution control see Matthias Heymann, ‘Luftverschmutzung, At mo -
sphä renforschung. Luftreinhaltung: Ein technisches Problem?’, in Brügge -
meier and Engels (eds.), Natur- und Umweltschutz nach 1945, 35–41.
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ly a forthcoming second volume from the Stiftung Naturs chutz ge -
schichte (p. 10). 

Given Uekötter’s bold assertions about the growing division
between conservation officials and the public, the ‘popular will’
remains diffuse in his case studies, which rely primarily on material
from state archives and individual conservationists’ papers. We learn
that the North Rhine-Westphalian minister-president received 3,000
individual protest letters and a petition with 1,750 signatures from
over 60 municipalities during the campaign to save the Königsdorfer
forest (p. 66), but the broader context of the letter-writing campaign
and its effect on concrete decision-making are not examined. Fewer
case studies, with greater attention to the diverse roles and motiva-
tions of various government ministers and discontented citizens,
would have strengthened Uekötter’s study. One has the impression
that an additional iteration of the book, using the same material but
with an eye toward the broader significance of North-Rhine
Westphalia in post-war environmental historiography, would have
yielded a more compelling case study of a critically important
European region. Perhaps the anticipated second volume of this
study will fill in some of the conceptual and information gaps left by
this initial monograph.

Jens Ivo Engels, whose habilitation Naturpolitik in der Bundes re pu -
blik is the most ambitious study of post-war nature conservation
organizations to date, also argues that there was a continuity in
nature conservation ideology and practice in these decades.14 Like
Uekötter, Engels focuses primarily on nature protection and land-
scape planning rather than ‘technical environmental protection’.15
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Engels traces these non-state actors’ shifting styles of political behav-
iour (politische Verhaltensstile), which he defines as ‘stable but not
fixed forms of behaviour on the part of groups and individuals in the
face of a lifestyle problem’ (p. 25), from the ‘pre-ecological’ 1950s and
1960s to the ‘ecological Wende’ of the 1970s. He then applies this con-
cept to three ‘pillars’ of analysis—organizations, media, and
protest—which he examines through a combination of chapters
devoted to diachronic narrative and synchronic ‘thick descriptions’
of everyday environmental practice. The result is an impressive
investigation of the changing legitimation strategies, social patterns,
and symbolic forms that propelled nature politics from an elitist, con-
servative, and oligarchical network in the 1950s and 1960s into a pop-
ulist, left-leaning, and grassroots ‘new social movement’ in the 1970s.

Engels sees his study primarily as a ‘contribution to qualitative
social research’ and situates it in emerging sociological debates about
‘post-material’ value systems (Ronald Inglehart) and the ‘risk socie-
ty’ (Ulrich Beck) that began in the 1970s, a methodological choice that
often bypasses more traditional environmental-historical questions
about the origins and impact of the Umweltbewegung or the ecological
factors that spurred popular mobilization. As he notes in his intro-
duction, ‘I do not seek to explain why the environmental movement
emerged, but how the problem of an endangered natural world . . .
was handled in the political realm’ (original emphases, p. 20). His
styles of political behaviour should not be seen, therefore, as expres-
sions of political party ideology, but rather as manifestations of
unconscious patterns of social interaction, conflict resolution, and
cultural meaning. While the concept of politische Verhaltensstile comes
from Martin Dinges, Engels’s work is primarily indebted to Pierre
Bourdieu, whose concepts of habitus and lifestyle provide him with
ethnographic tools for dissecting and deriving meaning from often
overlooked details of organizational life, such as the choice of letter-
head in written correspondence, clothing style, leisure activities, or
meeting protocols. For Engels, such quotidian decisions about style
reveal politically significant processes of social inclusion and exclu-
sion that defined associations’ antagonists, informed their choice of
tactics, and shaped the alliances they built to achieve their goals. 

Naturpolitik in der Bundesrepublik is divided into two parts: the
‘pre-ecological’ Naturschutz and environmental conflicts of the 1950s
and 1960s, and the ecologically informed Umweltschutz of the 1970s.
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Mass media, in the form of animal documentary films and television
programmes, serve as Engels’s bridge between the conservative
world of the nature conservationists and the cosmopolitan, populist
mobilization of the Umweltbewegung. Part I is further divided into
four individual chapters that describe (1) the organizational land-
scape of the 1950s and 1960s; (2) the Verein Naturschutzpark (VNP)
as a case study in post-war nature conservation; (3) the Deutsche Rat
für Landespflege (DRL) as an example of corporatist-technocratic
landscape planning; and (4) pre-ecological environmental conflicts.
Chapter one confirms Uekötter’s broad thesis about continuities from
the Wilhelmine to Adenauer eras in conservationists’ state relations,
social profile, and peculiar fusion of ‘metaphysical’ and material con-
cern. Though chapter one contains only a small excursus about the
National Socialist legacy for Naturschutz, Engels does describe how
the natural destruction caused by the war provided a convenient way
for conservationists to distance themselves from the regime even as
they successfully fought to keep in force the 1935 Reich Nature
Protection Law. Like many conservative elites and ordinary Germans
of the late 1940s and 1950s, conservationists preferred to see the
German people as the real ‘victims’ of the war, seduced by Hitler and
then forced to endure Allied occupation that often threatened their
homeland and its natural beauty, a sentiment that bubbled beneath
the surface of the locals’ clash with British occupation forces over the
Balver caves in Uekötter’s account.

Though West German conservationists publicly avowed the new
democratic order and its social market economy, their demeanour
and attitudes remained wedded to hierarchical, corporatist struc-
tures and elitist social tastes that precluded effective public outreach.
Under the leadership of millionaire trader Alfred Toepfer, for exam-
ple, the VNP emerged from the war period with a vision of nature
parks throughout Germany that would serve as ‘oases of regenera-
tion’ for an increasingly urbanized and mobile population. For
Toepfer, nature was a site of order and discipline, rather than care-
free pleasure; behind his demand for recreational access was a social
hygiene effort to divert urban visitors, especially young people, from
tobacco, alcohol, and sexual licence. Engels brings a critical, often sar-
donic eye to his material in these sections as he notes with irony
Toepfer’s view of the VNP and the state as neutral instruments of the
public good while at the same time using his business contacts to
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secure behind-the-scenes support from government ministers, corpo-
rate leaders, and cultural elites for his programme. The close identi-
fication of the VNP mission with Toepfer’s personality and the care-
ful ways in which he cultivated ‘tastefulness’ and privilege at award
ceremonies, association meetings, Heimat evenings, and hiking excur-
sions (usually with journalists in tow) bespoke the association’s ‘bar-
ricade’ mentality toward the masses and Americanized popular cul-
ture. In a similar vein, Engels lambastes ‘his excellency’ Duke
Lennart Bernadotte’s pompous efforts to constitute the DRL as an
exclusive, ‘apolitical’ advisory board to German president Heinrich
Lübke on matters of landscape planning and resource management
in which public comment was deemed neither necessary nor desired. 

The value of studying these styles of political behaviour is that it
connects disparate phenomena, such as sociability, class privilege,
gender, and aesthetic taste, into an explanation for political interac-
tion. To a far greater extent than Uekötter, Engels is able to demon-
strate the dysfunctional consequences of an elite habitus, in that it led
Toepfer and Bernadotte to downplay critical differences of opinion
within their own ranks, such as between conservationists, foresters,
hunters, and Autobahn planners, for the appearance of unity. And
because they viewed their work as a ‘calling’ rather than hard-nosed
lobbying effort, the VNP and DRL were unable to form effective
alliances to realize their goals. Toepfer was also unprepared for the
ability of local lobby groups to transform the nature park vision to
suit local modernization and tourist promotion efforts; parking lots,
water parks, and camping grounds soon turned the VNP’s ‘instru-
ment for a regional counter-modernity into its very opposite’ (p. 129),
according to Engels. 

Chapter four examines five case studies of local environmental
conflicts from the 1950s and 1960s, including the campaigns to shield
the Wutach gorge in the Schwarzwald from hydro-electric dams; to
save Kleinbittersdorf, the ‘Pompeii on the Saar’, from the dust and
ash caused by a French-owned coal-fired power plant across the
river; to protect the Knechtsand, a small island between the Elbe and
Weser rivers, from British Royal Air Force training bombs; to safe-
guard the town of Menzenschwand in the Schwarzwald from urani-
um mining; and to stop a riverbank highway extension along the
Rhine in Eltville. Many of these conflicts have been the subject of pre-
vious historical analyses; what is unique about Engels’s approach is



16 Uekötter explores this theme in ‘Erfolglosigkeit als Dogma? Revi sio -
nistische Bemerkungen zum Umweltschutz zwischen dem Ende des Zweiten
Weltkriegs und der “ökologischen Wende” ’, in Brüggemeier and Engels
(eds.), Natur- und Umweltschutz nach 1945, 105–23. Hünemörder’s retort in
the same volume is instructive: ‘1972—Epochenschwelle der Umwelt ge -
schichte?’, 124–44. 
17 Patrick Kupper, ‘Die “1970er Diagnose”: Grundsätzliche Überlegungen zu
einem Wendepunkt der Umweltgeschichte’, Archiv für Sozialgeschichte, 43
(2003), 325–48.
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his use of comparative analysis to illuminate patterns of motivation,
symbolism, and style that elude discrete narrative treatment. For
readers unfamiliar with these case studies, the comparative model is
often difficult to follow as Engels inserts events and persons from dif-
ferent campaigns into different sections of the chapter. The advan-
tage of this method, however, is that it reveals striking parallels with
the VNP and DRL case studies. Local actors emphasized the univer-
sal ethical import of their actions and sought close alliances with state
officials, whom they viewed as neutral arbiters of the public welfare,
even in cases where state decisions had endangered the environment
in the first place. Eschewing direct conflict, local protesters rarely
mentioned their antagonists by name and did not see their actions as
part of a broad-based environmental reform of society. Even when
local protests directly challenged the state, such as the decision by
Kleinbittersdorf citizens to initiate a school, voting, and tax ‘strike’,
these actions were understood within a consensual moral framework
in which protest would end when the air pollution lessened, not con-
tinue onward in a ‘dissident lifestyle’ that became common in the
1970s. 

II 1970s: The Grosse Wende in Nature Conservation?

Engels departs from Uekötter’s scepticism about the ‘ecological
trans formation (Wende)’16 in his support for Patrick Kupper’s asser-
tion that the 1970s represented an epochal turning point in Western
environmental history, when large sections of society called into
question the reigning post-war paradigm of materialism, economic
growth, and technological development.17 In Germany, mounting



18 On US influence see Karl Ditt, ‘Naturschutz zwischen Zivilisationskritik,
Tourismusförderung und Umweltschutz: USA, England und Deutschland
1860–1970’, in Matthias Frese and Michael Prinz (eds.), Politische Zäsuren und
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spektiven (Paderborn, 1996), 499–533, at 526. 
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evidence of ecological damage and resource depletion at home and
abroad, leftist youth mobilization, and international scientific con-
cern impelled the newly elected social-liberal coalition to initiate an
unprecedented period of environmental reform that resulted in fifty-
four new laws and ordinances between 1970 and 1976. In addition,
the environmental movement itself cast off its conservative, statist
moorings to become associated with anti-establishment, anti-techno-
cratic, and radically reformist forces in German society. Indeed, as
Engels notes about the year 1970, ‘the beginning of environmental
protection provides a rare case where a historical break can be dated
to a specific year’ (p. 209). 

While most scholars interpret this transition as a result of govern-
ment reform ‘from above’ or ‘from outside’, especially in the form of
US environmental models,18 Engels makes a strong case that changes
in habitus and lifestyle prepared the ground for the ideological and
global shift in environmental priorities. Part II examines the forma-
tion of the Umweltbewegung from the 1970s to the formation of the
Green party in 1980, with six chapters devoted to (5) the role of mass
media, particularly television, in stimulating a shift in environmental
attitudes; (6) the largely negative popular response to the social-lib-
eral environmental reform effort; (7) the ecologization and modern-
ization of Naturschutz groups; (8) the citizens’ initiative movement
within the context of ‘new social movements’ in the mid to late 1970s;
(9) ecological protest, particularly the anti-atomic movement at Wyhl
in 1975; and (10) the habitualization of the ecological left in the late
1970s. Engels argues convincingly that televised animal documen-
tary series, particularly Bernhard Grzimek’s Ein Platz für Tiere, pre-
pared otherwise ‘apolitical’ German citizens to accept the legitimacy
of environmental protection by providing emotionally charged, ‘vic-
tim–perpetrator’ tales and transforming viewers into ‘virtual protag-
onists’ whose letters to politicians and donations would help to res-
cue the world’s endangered mammals and their living spaces. 



19 Weisker, ‘Affektive Aspekte’, 210. 
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In chapter six Engels analyses the increasingly dissatisfied public
response to Interior Minister Hans-Dieter Genscher’s technocratic
programme of environmental protection because of its failure to
undertake a more thorough and democratically negotiated ecological
reform of society and economy. The call for ecological reform did not
resonate exclusively with the political left, however; conservationists
with authoritarian leanings such as Konrad Lorenz and Herbert
Gruhl also embraced ecology as a scientific justification for nature
reserves and a critical stance toward mass society, as shown in chap-
ter seven. In chapter eight Engels analyses citizens’ initiatives as part
of the ‘new social movements’ of the 1970s. He examines how ecolo-
gy galvanized the formation of the loosely affiliated Bundesverband
Bürgerinitiativen Umweltschutz (BBU) and its critique of the govern-
ment’s inadequate, technocratic response to the Club of Rome’s
Limits to Growth warnings. These tensions between government and
civil society crystallized around the theme of nuclear energy. As a
result of the OPEC oil crisis of 1973, Chancellor Helmut Schmidt’s
government (elected in 1974) hoped to expand atomic power from 5
to 50 per cent of the nation’s energy supply within a little over a
decade.19

In chapter nine Engels focuses on the dramatic 1975 citizen occu-
pation of a nuclear reactor construction site near Wyhl in Baden,
which catalysed the anti-atomic movement. He concentrates espe-
cially on the tensions and strategic alliances that emerged at Wyhl
between the regional Kaiserstühler, who viewed the protest primari-
ly through the lens of Heimat feeling and local autonomy, and leftist
students and academics from the nearby University of Freiburg,
many of whom regarded the grassroots protest as a clarion call for
opposition to, even revolution against, the ‘atomic state’. Despite
deep differences in habitus, the two groups were willing to maintain
pragmatic alliances to achieve the immediate goal of stopping con-
struction. Older forms of Heimat regionalism remained salient to the
farmers, vintners, and townspeople of the Kaiserstuhl, but they join -
ed the Freiburg protesters in courting media attention, naming and
disparaging their antagonists (in this case the Baden state govern-
ment and its publicly owned energy company), and portraying their
local struggle in the light of a larger movement to protect ordinary
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citizens from the state’s technological hubris and ecological disre-
gard.

In chapter ten Engels explores urban citizens’ initiative groups,
whose Kulturkampf against unbridled consumption, carelessness
toward the non-human world, and the oppression of indigenous and
Third World peoples created a politicized and fluctuating lifestyle
that turned the staid, conservative world of the Naturschützer on its
head. The loosely affiliated BBU championed ecological reform
through direct democracy over behind-the-scenes lobbying, spon-
taneity over formality, outward expressiveness over inner transfor-
mation, and open conflict resolution over stylized appearance of
unity. Many local groups used ‘ecology’ as a blanket term for a vari-
ety of progressive causes, including feminism, peace, and Third
World justice. In response to the Club of Rome’s blanket condemna-
tion of Third World overpopulation, for example, the BBU identified
Western over-consumption as the real threat to the global environ-
ment and advocated the cause of aboriginal land rights. Yet Engels,
like Uekötter, is careful not to idealize the 1970s milieu and is equal-
ly attuned to the contradictions and ironies of both the leftist
Umweltschutz and conservative Naturschutz circles. The citizens’
groups’ demand for inner authenticity and scepticism toward the
reigning order, for example, betrayed an aversion to mass society just
as deep as that of the conservatives, an attitude Engels characterizes
as a ‘habitualized defensive posture toward supposedly environ-
mentally unaware fellow human beings’ and their ‘traditional, uncul-
tured styles of political behaviour’ (p. 385). Like the Naturschutz
advocates of the 1950s, the BBU groups also viewed nature and them-
selves as ‘victims’, whether of an unresponsive state or thoughtless
automobile drivers who terrorized pedestrians. Yet despite their rad-
ical rhetoric toward the state and society, the BBU, no less than the
VNP or DRL, accepted state subventions and benefited from a privi-
leged position as educated, white-collar professionals in West
Germany’s post-industrial economy.

Engels’ use of the ‘soft’ sociological categories of habitus and
lifestyle represents a broader socio-cultural turn in the environmen-
tal-historical investigation of the Umweltbewegung, as is evident in his
co-edited collection Naturschutz nach 1945.20 As he and Brügge meier



numerous affinities with US literature on the post-industrial, suburban,
white-collar origins of American environmentalists. See e.g. Samuel P. Hays,
Beauty, Health, and Permanence: Environmental Politics in the United States,
1955–1985 (Cambridge, 1987); and Adam Rome, The Bulldozer in the Country -
side: Suburban Sprawl and the Rise of American Environmentalism (Cambridge,
2001).
21 On the inadequacies of regional and local reform see Bergmeier, Um welt -
geschichte der Boomjahre.
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note, even though scholars have called into question the effectiveness
of the early 1970s environmental reform programme, especially
when viewed at regional level,21 socio-cultural interpretations have
shifted the terrain of this debate from the level of policy to that of
horizons of expectation and meaning. For contributors such as Anna-
Katharina Wöbse, Albrecht Weisker, and Thomas Dannen baum, the
ecological Wende shifted the relationship between state and civil soci-
ety by redefining ordinary citizens’ perceptions of environmental
‘problems’ and risk, creating a more sceptical attitude toward brute
force technologies and the state, and opening up new forms of visu-
al experience and political participation (p. 13). As such, cultural
interpretations offer the opportunity to link environmental history to
broader questions about the democratization and modernization of
West German society.

Wöbse’s innovative essay ‘Zur visuellen Geschichte der Natur -
schutz- und Umweltbewegung’, which employs media studies and
visual culture approaches to study the changing optical iconography
of the conservation movement, is indicative of this trend. Before the
era of Greenpeace and its dramatic photographs of inflatable boats
arrayed against oil tankers and whaling ships, she notes, early twen-
tieth-century nature conservationists were slow to integrate photo-
graphs into their associational literature and public appeals, and did
not link images of nature’s beauty, impending threats, and a call for
action into an aesthetic whole. Wöbse attributes this stylistic choice to
their anxieties about photography, a medium they associated with a
debased mass media and advertising culture. Except for a few
notable exceptions, such as the campaign to end the use of bird feath-
ers in the women’s fashion industry, conservationists also shied
away from directly confronting enemies and emphasized the internal
unity of their organizations and the ‘civilized’ demeanour of their
bourgeois audience. In the post-war era, on the other hand, the mass
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media, rather than conservation organizations, dominated and often
skewed the dissemination of images in a democratic, mass-consumer
market. Greenpeace seized back associational control over image
production and ‘solved’ the dilemma of environmentalist represen-
tation in the mass media era by creating exciting, morally unambigu-
ous, and highly consumable ‘David-and-Goliath’ images of environ-
mental protest (p. 242). 

Socio-cultural approaches also lead Weisker and Dannenbaum to
analyse contestations over the definition of environmental health and
the risks of technology within the anti-atomic protests of the 1970s.
As Weisker notes in his essay ‘Powered by Emotion’, the dynamism
of the movement depended on the emotional transition from the
technological euphoria of the 1960s to the apocalyptic angst of the
1970s, in which ‘fear’ and ‘mistrust’ became catchwords for more
general scepticism and hostility toward political leaders, corpora-
tions, and unbridled technological development. Dannenbaum
examines the divergent lenses through which citizens’ groups,
police, and the Schmidt government viewed their antagonists, espe-
cially given the anxieties caused by Red Army Front (Rote Armee
Fraktion, or RAF) terrorism during the mid-1970s. The Schmidt gov-
ernment clung to a long-held social democratic belief in the promise
of technology to solve social conflicts, and hoped that a cheap source
of power would calm social unrest, decrease unemployment, and
bring back the golden prosperity of the 1960s. This techno-optimistic
perspective ignored the deeper sources of popular discontent and the
contested meaning of ‘standard of living’ within the Umweltbewegung
and other sectors of German society. Schmidt viewed calls for ‘no
growth’ as a fundamental threat to democracy and did not hesitate to
conflate peaceful environmental protesters with ‘extremists’ and ‘ter-
rorists’ on the far left. At the same time, the anti-atomic power move-
ment viewed Schmidt’s push for atomic energy and condoning of
harsh police tactics as symbols of the atomic state’s ‘life-threatening
ideology of growth’ (p. 273). These frameworks for interpreting
social action, Dannenbaum avers, linked environmental and anti-
atomic protest to broader struggles over the direction and meaning
of politics and technological development.

Taken as a whole, the Wöbse, Weisker, and Dannenbaum essays
demonstrate the rich interpretative possibilities of qualitative social
research for environmental history. Like Engels’s ‘styles of political
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behaviour’, these authors’ embrace of media studies, histories of
emotion, and discourse analysis open up new ways of evaluating the
relationship between politics, culture, and everyday environmental
practice. Yet there are important limitations to this type of analysis.
As Engels concedes, his investigation of style cannot answer ques-
tions of causation, such as why the Umweltbewegung emerged in this
form at this particular time, even though it can illuminate the
assumptions and habits that guided historical actors. Citizens’ per-
ceptions of risk were indeed shaped by media, government initia-
tives, and social milieux, but such analyses risk ignoring the every-
day evidence of environmental abuse, from stinking dead fish in the
Rhine to rare forms of cancer among workers at a PVC production
facility, which gave citizens good reason to fear that they were being
used as ‘guinea pigs’ in a technological complex out of touch with cit-
izens’ needs.22

Despite Engels’s desire to utilize a ‘flexible patchwork method’ (p.
28), moreover, his political styles often appear reified and structural,
rather than the product of historically contingent negotiation inside
nature conservation and Umweltschutz organizations and with their
various audiences. And while the methodology works well for
describing the relatively closed world of Toepfer and Bernadotte, the
political styles become more diffuse and difficult to categorize as one
moves into the late 1960s and 1970s. Engels’s lengthy list of the vari-
ous political styles in his conclusion— ‘a style of security in the VNP,
a style of genuineness in the DRL . . . an ambivalence between genial-
ity and protest with Grzimek, an entertaining rebellious style in
Horst Stern, a distanced-technocratic style in the environmental divi-
sion of the interior ministry, an inclusive style in the ecologized
nature conservation, and an anti-establishment conspiratorial style in
the fully developed citizens’ initiative movement’ (p. 411)—leaves
one wondering how much analytical purchase these categories have
for understanding concrete historical behaviour and political deci-
sion-making.
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III The Global Dimensions of German Umweltschutz

Fortunately, Kai Hünemörder’s study rounds out Engels’s theoreti-
cally sophisticated investigation of nature conservation with a
detailed analysis of German participation in international environ-
mental networks and conferences, a previously neglected factor that
helps to explain the timing and resonance of ecological issues in the
1970s. Without this international impetus, Hünemörder asserts, the
Brandt government would never have initiated its environmental
protection programme (p. 13) and citizens’ groups would not have
been able to connect local concerns with global processes in ecologi-
cally meaningful ways. The age of globalization, Hünemörder con-
tends, began in the realm of environmental politics, not neo-liberal
market deregulation, and he shows this through an innovative weav-
ing together of a regional case study of the Ruhr with environmen-
tally significant international events. The case study reaches back to
the early years of pollution control in the 1950s, but the core of
Hünemörder’s book focuses on the transitional period between 1969
and 1973 when a series of events—the Club of Rome’s Limits to
Growth report of 1970, the Stockholm United Nations Conference on
the Environment of 1972, and the OPEC oil embargo of 1973—galva-
nized a new environmental movement in Germany and abroad that
called into question the dominant ideals of industrial growth and
material affluence.

Hünemörder’s synthetic approach brings together nature conser-
vation, regional landscape planning, and air and water pollution con-
trol in one extended introductory chapter that highlights the Ruhr’s
pioneering, if ultimately inadequate, role in West German environ-
mental protection during the 1950s and 1960s. Hünemörder provides
clear evidence of widespread state and local recognition of and con-
cern about the health risks and economic costs of air and water pol-
lution and green space loss, ranging from public concern over fish
kills in the Rhine (of which over 100 occurred between 1949 and 1952
alone) to Willy Brandt’s promise to bring back ‘blue skies over the
Ruhr’ in his 1961 campaign speech. Regular contact with air emis-
sions experts in the United States also prompted North Rhine-
Westphalian officials to recognize the inadequacies of the existing
Prussian emissions control regulatory framework. In Hünemörder’s
view, the fact that pollution control and land use planning capacities
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were split among dozens of different levels of government adminis-
tration and professional bodies prevented state officials, nature con-
servationists, and the public from seeing disparate examples of envi-
ronmental deterioration as part of a comprehensive problem in need
of far-reaching solutions. To a greater extent than Uekötter and
Engels, therefore, Hünemörder blames ministerial gridlock, rather
than organizational elitism or technocratic hubris, for the lack of a
coordinated conservationist response to environmental woes in the
1950s and 1960s.

International networks were critical for expanding Germans’
frontiers of environmental perception before 1970. Hünemörder
details Germany’s participation in a host of international groups that
discussed transnational environmental issues, including the Inter -
national Union for the Protection of Nature (IUPN), the Council of
Europe, the European Economic Commission (EEC), the Organi -
zation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and the
United Nations Educational, Cultural, and Scientific Organi zation
(UNESCO). For example, Swedish scientists released data in the early
1960s that pointed to sulphur dioxide releases in Germany and
Britain as the cause of acidification in Scandinavian lakes and
streams, an unintended consequence of short-sighted policies that
simply built higher smokestacks rather than invest in expensive air
filters on factories and coal-fired power plants. These exchanges
allowed German scientists and policymakers to share environmental
data and learn about advanced cybernetic computer modelling tech-
niques that had begun to predict a disturbing, neo-Malthusian future
of resource depletion, biodiversity loss, and long-term carcinogenic
risks from environmental toxins. Hünemörder also notes that
German awareness of global environmental problems increased as a
result of its participation in NATO, whose little-known ‘third pillar’
began to assemble data on global warming as early as the 1960s (p.
145). 

Engels and Hünemörder agree that Genscher’s environmental
policies remained firmly wedded to technical fixes rather than deep-
er reform and that the government quickly lost its ability to define
environmental issues in a way that would advance its own agenda.
The social-liberal reform initiated milestone legislation banning
DDT, setting air emissions standards, and creating a new nationwide
conservation law and helped to accelerate a discussion about ‘quali-
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ty of life’ that was already underway in the late 1960s. Among the
1968 student generation, the perceived inadequacies in the scale and
scope of Genscher’s reforms in light of the Limits to Growth report
revived a belief in the need for extra-parliamentary opposition capa-
ble of confronting the technocratic state. Even neo-Marxists once
optimistic about the possibilities of technological development under
democratic socialism embraced ecological issues and shifted the
tenor of their critique from the social relations of production to the
destructive effects of over-consumption. Neither the reformist social-
liberal government nor the conservative Naturschutz organizations
were capable of harnessing these new political energies, a factor that
helps to explain their coalition’s bumbling responses to the militant
anti-atomic protests and the emergence and staying power of the
Green party as an umbrella group for the new ecological left.

These West German divisions between technical and socio-eco-
logical reform ideals mirrored the divergent interests present at the
first United Nations conference on the Human Environment in 1972,
which Hünemörder argues catalysed the formation of a global envi-
ronmental movement. The conference programme’s emphasis on
tech nical details of environmental management led alternative 
voices, such as the union of concerned scientists known as DAI
DONG, to call on the assembly to embrace the Club of Rome’s zero
growth sentiments and infuse ecological concern with social justice
ideals of non-violence and peace. DAI DONG championed the cause
of emerging Third World movements, rejected those parts of Limits to
Growth that emphasized the threats of overpopulation, and pointed
to First World consumption as the major strain on the globe’s natural
resources. 

Hünemörder then describes West Germany’s preparation for the
conference in great detail and demonstrates how, for the first time, all
levels of administration in Germany developed policies with regard
to global environmental problems. In general, government represen-
tatives rejected zero growth scenarios in favour of technological
innovation within the dominant capitalist system, arguing that envi-
ronmental pressures would spur corporations to create more effi-
cient, environmentally friendly products for the mass market. By
contrast, Robert Jungk and others spoke for the new environmental-
ist movement in arguing for a ‘soft’ technology society, even though
the concrete steps needed to achieve such a social order remained
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vaguely formulated. These divergent conceptions of quality of life re -
mained salient throughout the 1970s and reached their high point in
the anti-atomic movement even though West German citizens in gen-
eral had not jettisoned older definitions that depended on income
and wealth. As Hünemörder discusses briefly, the oil crisis of 1973
and the deepening unemployment crisis that followed fuelled organ-
ized counter-attacks from industry and labour on ‘job-killing’ envi-
ronmentalists. Hünemörder’s final chapter returns to North Rhine-
Westphalia and examines how changes in environmental policy and
citizens’ engagement helped to stop the construction of a large petro-
chemical refinery at the Orsayer Rheinbogen.

Within his broadly chronological treatment of German environ-
mentalist trends of the late 1960s and early 1970s, Hünemörder pur-
sues two thematic areas, the role of science in policymaking and the
influence of American environmentalism on West Germany, which
make his work particularly relevant to contemporary environmental
debates. Hünemörder argues that the new ‘science’ of futurology
gave academic legitimacy to a neo-Malthusian pessimism that went
far beyond the cultural lamentations of late-nineteenth-century cul-
tural critics. In particular, West German scientists, political leaders,
and the public were well informed about the Club of Rome’s 1972
Limits to Growth report, which was published by a team of
researchers under Dennis Meadows at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology with partial support from the Volkswagen Foundation.
They also avidly read translated American books such as Alwin
Toffler’s Futureshock, which helped to bring a doomsday scenario
about resource scarcity, overpopulation, and toxic overload to a wide
audience. Hünemörder analyses how such popular non-fiction,
along with other mass media such as television and radio, maga-
zines, and newspapers, disseminated apocalyptic ecological and
futurological perspectives, though it would be worth exploring in
greater detail to what extent scepticism about such models, as well as
public exhaustion with dire ecological warnings, may have con-
tributed to a partial decline in environmentalists’ influence during
the course of the 1980s and 1990s.

Given Europeans’ frustration with the Bush administration’s in -
transigent stance toward the Kyoto Protocol and its careless disre-
gard for existing environmental protection in the United States,
Hüne mörder’s thought-provoking investigation of American re -
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searchers’ and politicians’ bipartisan role in shaping the global envi-
ronmental movement is especially timely. Toepfer’s nature park
campaign borrowed liberally from the North American national park
model, for example, while North Rhine-Westphalian state officials
and technical experts kept in close contact with colleagues in Pitts -
burgh, Pennsylvania in updating outdated Prussian regulations.
Such contact helped the state to borrow and adapt American air
emissions standards, which covered whole industrial sectors, rather
than dealing with individual culprits according to an outdated cul-
pability principle (Verursacherprinzip). America also served as an anx-
iety-producing counter-model in German environmental discourses.
Media comparisons of air quality in the Ruhr industrial corridor with
the situation in Pittsburgh or Los Angeles, for example, encouraged
state officials to accelerate their reform efforts. 

Though Hünemörder finds little evidence that Rachel Carson’s
Silent Spring had a significant impact on West German discussions
about pesticide use outside a small circle of nature conservationists,
he does argue that John Kenneth Galbraith’s Affluent Society,
Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall’s path-breaking regulatory
efforts, and the Nixon administration’s creation of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and passage of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) had direct influence on German policymaking
and scientific circles, as evidenced by the direct translation and use of
American terms such as ‘environmental protection’ (Umweltschutz),
‘zero growth’ (Nullwachstum), and ‘affluent society’ (Überflußge-
sellschaft) in German environmental debates. This influence extended
well beyond the administrative elite to shape the emerging New Left.
The German student movement protested against the Vietnam war
and the US military’s use of environmental warfare against civilian
populations by using non-violent civil disobedience borrowed from
American youth.

While Hünemörder’s work analyses the influence of American
resource management models and popular environmentalism on the
West German scene, Jens Ivo Engels reminds us that such frame-
works were not adopted wholesale, but selectively adapted to fit
existing German social traditions and political demands (pp. 424–5).
German citizens’ groups’ concerns about an authoritarian ‘atomic
state’ evoked fears of latent fascist tendencies in German society that
made direct reference to the National Socialist legacy, even though
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these same groups remained closely linked to the state through sub-
ventions unthinkable in the more libertarian American system. More
significantly, Germans channelled ecological and progressive causes
into Europe’s most significant green party that, despite notable set-
backs in voting support at the federal and state level in the 1980s and
1990s, successfully championed innovative recycling, municipal
transport, eco-auditing, and eco-tax initiatives. In the US, on the
other hand, the environmental movement has been battered by
decades of stridently anti-environmentalist Republic administra-
tions, corporate greenwashing, and loosening environmental regula-
tions. Hopefully, future scholarship will examine more closely the
reason for these divergent environmental trajectories in light of
Hünemörder’s and Engels’s groundbreaking analyses.

Hünemörder’s admirable attempt to tackle dozens of questions
about the impact of scientific modelling, regional reform, interna-
tional conferences, American exchanges, and the 1968 generation is
both an impressive strength and unfortunate weakness of the book.
The literature and sources he assembles are immense in number and
scope and include government ministerial files, newspaper articles,
popular fiction, international reports, the transcripts of radio and tel-
evision programmes, and polling data. Yet unlike Engels, he does not
follow a well-defined methodology, thesis, or even well-defined set
of research questions that guide the analysis of sources or the flow of
elements. The problem of ‘scope creep’ is evident even in the conclu-
sion, when, after 357 pages of dense narrative, the author states that
‘it appears that it is not possible for the author to provide a conclu-
sive historical interpretation of the first years of a general perception
of a global environmental crisis’ (p. 330). Readers do not expect such
a conclusive answer, but the author misses the opportunity here to
venture even tentative hypotheses or to discuss why his study mat-
ters to the broader historiography of twentieth-century German envi-
ronmentalism. 

Despite these problems of argument and scope, Die Frühgeschichte
der globalen Umweltkrise convinces readers that international trends
shaped national, regional, and local environmental discussions in
Germany and furthers the original hope of environmental history to
expand beyond national borders. Such a transnational focus is also
evident in several contributions to Natur- und Umweltschutz nach
1945. West Germans’ relatively high level of environmental aware-
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ness is especially evident in light of Karl Ditt’s survey of British envi-
ronmentalism and Florence Rudolf’s examination of French environ-
mental thought.23 Other scholars look across the former border to the
German Democratic Republic to assess questions of continuities from
the National Socialist to Stalinist dictatorship.24 Among the contribu-
tors to Natur- und Umweltschutz nach 1945, Hermann Behrens and
Hans-Peter Gensichen assess the possibilities and limits of environ-
mental mobilization in local assemblies and the Protestant church
despite the watchful eye of the secret police.25 These studies are part
of an emerging environmental history of the GDR that is moving
beyond 1980s activism to a broader examination of environmental
management, popular environmental attitudes, and outdoor leisure
under ‘real existing socialism’.26

Viewed in the broader context of twentieth-century German and
European environmental history, the studies under review here
demonstrate convincingly that an array of state officials, nature con-
servationists, public health experts, and members of the reading pub-
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lic were aware of environmental issues, including local deforestation,
regional water pollution, border-crossing air pollutants, and even
global climate change well before the conventional beginning of the
environmental movement in the 1970s. Scholarly questions about
why state and civil society ‘failed’ to mobilize in defence of the envi-
ronment, usually in accordance with a normative model of modern
environmental management and protest, have given way to a more
nuanced assessment of the ideological parameters and organization-
al habitus of post-war nature conservation associations, which dis-
played strong continuities of corporatist organization and conserva-
tive social critique reaching back to the early part of the twentieth
century. Indeed, these works underscore conservationists’ extraordi-
nary ability to accommodate and adapt to a variety of political
regimes—monarchical, republican, fascist—while keeping intact
their core associational milieu. Such an interpretation accords well
with studies that emphasize the regionalist-autonomous strains of
Heimatschutz and Naturschutz and their uneven ‘coordination’ by the
National Socialist regime. This defensive political style and conser-
vative habitus, however, proved increasingly out of touch with the
broader democratization of West German society and culture in the
1960s and 1970s.

Also continuous was a Prussian tradition of technical emissions
management, along with overlapping and competing layers of
administration, which excluded popular participation and clear lines
of competency. Though health experts and engineers of the 1950s and
1960s in North Rhine-Westphalia experimented with more compre-
hensive, industry-wide emissions standards, the underlying techno-
cratic impulses in the realm of pollution control extended across
party lines and created a ‘democracy deficit’ in the social-liberal
coalition’s dealings with the public in the early 1970s.

While regional studies have downplayed the significance of the
ecological Wende of the 1970s in bringing real environmental reform
at provincial and local levels, most of the scholars surveyed here
agree that this period witnessed a significant socio-cultural transfor-
mation in prognoses about Germany and the industrialized world’s
environmental future. This shift from the technical optimism of the
1960s to the doomsday scenarios of the 1970s stemmed in part from
an awareness of the global scope of environmental ills put forward
by concerned scientists in America and abroad that reached its high
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point in the Club of Rome’s Limits to Growth report of 1972 and the
UN Con ference on the Environment in Stockholm in the same year.
Within Germany, the social-liberal coalition attempted to capitalize
on this international energy and to diffuse public environmental con-
cern by initiating a relatively bold series of environmental reforms in
the 1970s. But as these studies demonstrate, this strategy ultimately
backfired as the government lost the initiative to a host of citizens’
initiatives and New Left groups calling for a turn towards zero
growth and more radical ecological reforms. Distrust of the govern-
ment’s reform programme then crystallized in the mid-1970s within
the anti-atomic movement, which demonstrated the potential of ecol-
ogy to assemble a diverse array of environmental and social concerns
under a diffuse but nonetheless politically significant umbrella.
Rather than viewing environmental reform as solely a product of
international or ‘top-down’ government initiative, future studies
should examine more closely this dynamic negotiation between gov-
ernment reform and an array of organizations, on both the left and
right, calling for a more sustainable environmental future. 
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